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A climbing image nudged elastic band method for finding saddle points
and minimum energy paths
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A modification of the nudged elastic band method for finding minimum energy paths is presented.
One of the images is made to climb up along the elastic band to converge rigorously on the highest
saddle point. Also, variable spring constants are used to increase the density of images near the top
of the energy barrier to get an improved estimate of the reaction coordinate near the saddle point.
Applications to CH4 dissociative adsorption on Ir~111! and H2 on Si~100! using plane wave based
density functional theory are presented. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important problem in theoretical chemistry and co
densed matter physics is the calculation of transition ra
for example rates of chemical reactions or diffusion even
Most often, it is sufficient to treat the motion of the atom
using classical mechanics, but the transitions of interest
typically many orders of magnitude slower than vibrations
the atoms, so a direct simulation of the classical dynamic
not feasible. For a process with a typical, low activation e
ergy of 0.5 eV, the computer time required to simulate
classical trajectory long enough that a single transition ev
can be expected to occur is on the order of 104 years on
present day computers. This ‘‘rare event’’ problem is dev
tating for direct dynamical simulations, but makes it possi
to obtain accurate estimates of transition rates using a pu
statistical approach, namely, transition state theory~TST!.1–4

Apart from the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, TST
lies on two basic assumptions:~a! the rate is slow enough
that a Boltzmann distribution is established and maintai
in the reactant state and~b! a dividing surface of dimension
ality D-1, where D is the number degrees of freedom in
system, can be identified such that a reacting trajectory go
from the initial state to the final state only crosses the div
ing surface once. The dividing surface must, therefore, r
resent a bottleneck for the transition.

Since atoms in crystals are usually tightly packed a
the typical temperature of interest is low compared with
melting temperature, the harmonic approximation to T
~hTST! can typically be used in studies of diffusion and r
actions in crystals or at crystal surfaces.5 This greatly sim-
plifies the problem of estimating the rates. The search for
optimal transition state then becomes a search for the low
few saddle points at the edge of the potential energy b
corresponding to the initial state. The rate constant for tr
sition through the region around each one of the sad
9900021-9606/2000/113(22)/9901/4/$17.00
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points can be obtained from the energy and frequency
normal modes at the saddle point and the initial state,6,7

khTST5
P i

3Nn i
init

P i
3N21n i

‡ e2(E‡2Einit)/kBT. ~1!

Here,E‡ is the energy of the saddle point,Einit is the local
potential energy minimum corresponding to the initial sta
and then i are the corresponding normal mode frequenci
The symbol ‡ refers to the saddle point. All the quantit
can be evaluated from the potential energy surface, at z
temperature, but entropic effects are included through
harmonic approximation. The most challenging part in t
calculation is the search for the relevant saddle point.

A path connecting the initial and final states that typ
cally has the greatest statistical weight is the minimum
ergy path ~MEP!. At any point along the path, the forc
acting on the atoms is only pointing along the path. T
energy is stationary for any perpendicular degree of freed
The maxima on the MEP are saddle points on the poten
energy surface. The relative distance along the MEP i
natural choice for a reaction coordinate, and at the sad
point the direction of the reaction coordinate is given by t
normal mode eigenvector corresponding to negative cu
ture.

The MEP often has one or more minima in addition
the minima at the initial and final states. These correspon
stable intermediate configurations. The MEP will then ha
two or more maxima, each one corresponding to a sad
point. Assuming a Boltzmann population is reached for
intermediate~meta!stable configurations, the overall rate
determined by thehighestsaddle point. It is, therefore, no
sufficient to find a saddle point. One needs to have a g
enough estimate of the shape of the MEP to be able to as
the highest saddle point as ‡ in Eq.~1! in order to get an
accurate estimate of the rate.
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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Many different methods have been presented for find
MEPs and saddle points.8–10 Since a first order saddle poin
is a maximum in one direction and a minimum in all oth
directions, methods for finding saddle points invariably
volve some kind of maximization of one degree of freedo
and minimization in other degrees of freedom. The criti
issue is to find a good and inexpensive way to decide wh
degree of freedom should be maximized.

The nudged elastic band~NEB! method is an efficient
method for finding the MEP between a given initial and fin
state of a transition.9,11,12 It has become widely used for es
timating transition rates within the hTST approximation. T
method has been used both in conjunction with electro
structure calculations, in particular plane wave based D
calculations~see, for example, Refs. 13–17!, and in combi-
nation with empirical potentials.18–21 Studies of very large
systems, including over a million atoms in the calculatio
have been conducted.22 The MEP is found by constructing
set of images~replicas! of the system, typically on the orde
of 4–20, between the initial and final state. A spring inter
tion between adjacent images is added to ensure contin
of the path, thus mimicking an elastic band. An optimizati
of the band, involving the minimization of the force actin
on the images, brings the band to the MEP.

An essential feature of the NEB method, which dist
guishes it from other elastic band methods,23–25 is a force
projection which ensures that the spring forces do not in
fere with the convergence of the elastic band to the MEP
well as ensuring that the true force does not affect the dis
bution of images along the MEP. It is necessary to estim
the tangent to the path at each image and every itera
during the minimization, in order to decompose the tr
force and the spring force into components parallel and p
pendicular to the path. Only the perpendicular componen
the true force is included, and only the parallel componen
the spring force. This force projection is referred to
‘‘nudging.’’ The spring forces then only control the spacin
of the images along the band. When this projection schem
not used, the spring forces tend to prevent the band f
following a curved MEP~because of ‘‘corner-cutting’’!, and
the true force along the path causes the images to slide a
from the high energy regions towards the minima, there
reducing the density of images where they are most nee
~the ‘‘sliding-down’’ problem!. In the NEB method, there is
no such competition between the true forces and the sp
forces; the strength of the spring forces can be varied
several orders of magnitude without effecting the equil
rium position of the band.

Recently, an improved way of estimating the tangent
the elastic band at each image has been presented.26 This
eliminates a problem which occurred in systems where
force parallel to the MEP was very large compared with
restoring force perpendicular to the MEP.9 In such situations
kinks could form on the elastic band and prevent rigoro
convergence to the MEP. We use this new way of estima
the tangent in the calculations presented here.

While the NEB method gives a discrete representation
the MEP, the energy of saddle points needs to be obtaine
interpolation. When the energy barrier is narrow compa
g
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with the length of the MEP, few images land in the neig
borhood of the saddle point and the interpolation can
inaccurate.

This communication describes a modification of t
NEB method which gives a precise estimate of the sad
point at no extra cost as compared with the regular NEB

II. DFT CALCULATIONS OF DISSOCIATIVE
ADSORPTION

The method presented here has been applied to calc
tions of CH4 dissociative adsorption on the Ir~111! surface
and H2 on the Si~100! surface using plane wave based de
sity functional theory~DFT!.27 The PW91 functional28,29was
used in combination with ultrasoft pseudopotentials.30 The
energy cutoff was 350 eV in the CH4/Ir~111! calculation and
200 eV in the H2/Si~100! calculation. The calculations wer
carried out with the VASP code31 which we have extended to
implement the new method presented here. The calculat
were carried out in parallel on a cluster of workstations. T
NEB method lends itself so well to parallel processing tha
is sufficient to use a regular ethernet connection to tran
data between the nodes.

III. REGULAR NEB METHOD

An elastic band withN11 images can be denoted b
@R0 , R1 , R2 , . . . ,RN#, where the end points,R0 andRN , are
fixed and given by the energy minima corresponding to
initial and final states. TheN21 intermediate images ar
adjusted by the optimization algorithm.

In the NEB method,9,26 the total force acting on an im
age is the sum of the spring force along the local tangent
the true force perpendicular to the local tangent

Fi5Fi
su i2¹E~Ri !u' , ~2!

where the true force is given by

¹E~Ri !u'5¹E~Ri !2¹E~Ri !• t̂i . ~3!

Here, E is the energy of the system, a function of all th
atomic coordinates, andt̂i is the normalized local tangent a
imagei . The spring force is

Fi
su i5k~ uRi 112Ri u2uRi2Ri 21u!t̂i , ~4!

wherek is the spring constant. An optimization algorithm
then used to move the images according to the force in
~2!. We have used a projected velocity Verlet algorithm9

The images converge on the MEP with equal spacing if
spring constant is the same for all the springs. Typically no
of the images lands at or even near the saddle point and
saddle point energy needs to be estimated by interpolati

An example of a NEB calculation is shown in Fig.
The MEP for dissociative adsorption of CH4 on an Ir~111!
surface has a narrow barrier compared with the length of
MEP. The molecule is 4 Å above the surface when the re
tion coordinate is 1.0. At the other end, at 0.0, the molec
has broken up into a H and a CH3 fragment sitting on adja-
cent on-top sites on the Ir~111! surface. The resolution of the
MEP near the saddle point is poor and the estimate of
activation energy obtained from the interpolation is subj
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to large uncertainty. A force and energy based cubic poly
mial interpolation was used between each pair of adjac
images. This is an example of a system where an interm
ate minimum is located along the MEP. In fact, it turns o
that this minimum is deeper than the chemisorbed state a
0.0 end point. The configuration corresponding to the in
mediate minimum has the adsorbed H atom at a bridge

IV. CLIMBING IMAGE NEB METHOD

The climbing image NEB~CI-NEB! method constitutes
a small modification to the NEB method. Information abo
the shape of the MEP is retained, but a rigorous converge
to a saddle point is also obtained. This additional feat
does not add any significant computational effort. After
few iterations with the regular NEB, the image with the hig
est energyi max is identified. The force on this one image
not given by Eq.~2! but rather by

Fi max
52¹E~Ri max

!12¹E~Ri max
!u i

52¹E~Ri max
!12¹E~Ri max

!• t̂i max
t̂i max

. ~5!

This is the full force due to the potential with the compone
along the elastic band inverted. The maximum energy im
is not affected by the spring forces at all.

Qualitatively, the climbing image moves up the potent
energy surface along the elastic band and down the pote
surface perpendicular to the band. The other images in
band serve the purpose of defining the one degree of free
for which a maximization of the energy is carried out. Sin
the images in the band eventually converge to the MEP, t
give a good approximation to the reaction coordinate aro
the saddle point. As long as the CI-NEB method converg
the climbing image will converge to the saddle point. Sin
all the images are being relaxed simultaneously, there is
additional cost of turning one of the images into a climbi
image.

FIG. 1. Density functional theory calculations of the minimum energy p
for CH4 dissociative adsorption on a Ir~111! surface. The dissociated H an
CH3 fragments sitting on adjacent on-top sites correspond to reaction c
dinate of 0.0. The CH4 molecule 4 Å awayfrom the surface corresponds t
1.0. A regular NEB calculation and a climbing image NEB calculation
compared, both involving 8 movable images. The regular NEB results
low resolution of the barrier, and the interpolation gives an underestima
the activation energy. The climbing image NEB brings one of the ima
right to the saddle point and gives the activation energy precisely w
insignificant additional computational effort.
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The results of a CI-NEB calculation of the CH4 disso-
ciation on Ir~111! is shown in Fig. 1. A significantly highe
estimate of the activation energy is obtained than with
regular NEB, using the same number of images. The co
putational effort is the same to within 10%~CI-NEB not
necessarily being slower!. Alternatively, one could have run
a second elastic band between the two images adjacent t
barrier to get a better estimate of the saddle point ene
from the regular NEB, but this would have required mo
force evaluations and, therefore, more computational eff
The activation energy predicted by the DFT/PW91 calcu
tions is approximately 0.4 eV. This calculation still needs
be corrected33 for quantum zero point energy, dispersion, a
system size effects before it can be compared to the exp
mental value32 of 0.28 eV. The MEP is nontrivial because
involves a large relaxation of the substrate. The Ir atom cl
est to the CH4 molecule in the transition state is pulled o
from the surface plane by 0.5 Å. This means that the sad
point does not lie close to the straight line interpolation b
tween the two end points. A more detailed presentation
the DFT calculations and comparison with experimental
sults will be given elsewhere.33

The climbing image is not affected by the spring force
Therefore, the spacing of the images will be different
each side of the climbing image. As it moves up to the sad
point, images on one side will get compressed, and on
other side spread out. Two or more climbing images can
specified if the MEP appears to have two or more h
maxima that are close in energy. The only issue is to h
enough images close to the climbing image~s! to get a good
estimate of the reaction coordinate, since this determines
climbing direction.

V. VARIABLE SPRING CONSTANTS

Since the saddle point is the most important point alo
the MEP, one would typically prefer to have more resoluti
in the MEP close to the saddle point than near the end po
The important issue is to get a good enough estimate of
tangent to the path near the saddle point, especially whe
climbing image is included. As the images are brought clo
to the saddle point, the approximation of the tangent w
become more accurate. Dissociative adsorption of a m
ecule on a surface is an example of a process where the M
is often highly asymmetric and the barrier region is only
small fraction of the MEP~see Figs. 1 and 2!. In such cases
it is more efficient to distribute the images unevenly alo
the MEP.

This can be accomplished by using stronger springs n
the saddle point. Because of the nudging, there is no in
ference between the spring forces that distribute the ima
along the MEP and the true force that brings the elastic b
to the MEP. One is, therefore, free to choose different spr
constants between different pairs of images without affect
the convergence of the band to the MEP, as long as
number of images is high enough. We have used a sch
where the spring constant depends linearly on the energ
the images, in such a way that images with low energy
connected by a weaker spring constant
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ki85H kmax2DkS Emax2Ei

Emax2Eref
D if Ei.Eref

kmax2Dk if Ei,Eref .

~6!

Here,Ei5max$Ei ,Ei21% is the higher energy of the two im
ages connected by springi , Emax is the maximum value ofEi

for the whole elastic band, andEref is a reference value fo
the energy, defining a minimum value of the spring consta
We have chosenEref to be the energy of the higher energ
endpoint of the MEP. This choice ensures that the densit
images is roughly equal near the two end points, even
highly asymmetric MEPs. The spring constant is, therefo
linearly scaled from a maximum valuekmax for highest en-
ergy images to a minimum valuekmax2Dk for images with
energy ofEref or lower.

By choosingEi to be the higher energy of the two im
ages connected by the spring, the two images adjacent to
climbing image will tend to be symmetrically arrange
around the saddle point. This is only approximately true
cause of the compression/stretching of the band on each
of the climbing image.

Figure 2 shows results of a calculation of the dissoc
tion of a H2 molecule on the Si~100! surface. This is an
interesting system because of a long standing discrepan34

between experimental and theoretical measurements of
sorption and dissociation barriers. A CI-NEB calculati
with equal spring constants is compared with a CI-NEB c
culation with variable spring constants. The part of the M
where the H2 molecule approaches the Si~100! surface is flat
and rather uninteresting. The energy scaling of the sp
constants results in images being pulled up towards the
rier region, thus increasing the resolution of the MEP n
the saddle point at the expense of the less important regi

The number of force evaluations required to reach c
vergence to within a tolerance of 0.03 eV/Å was 179 for t

FIG. 2. Density functional theory calculations of the minimum energy p
for H2 dissociative adsorption on a Si~100! surface. The H adatoms sittin
on adjacent Si atoms in a surface dimer correspond to reaction coordina
0.0. The H2 molecule 3.8 Å away from the surface corresponds to 1.0
regular climbing image NEB calculation with equal spring constants~curve
labeled ‘‘Fixed Springs’’! is compared with a calculation where the sprin
constants are scaled with the energy~curve labeled ‘‘Variable Springs,’’
arbitrarily shifted by 1.0 eV!. Both calculations involve 8 movable image
The variable spring calculation results in a higher resolution of the ba
with insignificant additional computational effort.
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regular NEB method~first 13 iterations with a small time
step until the magnitude of the force had dropped below
eV/Å and then 166 iterations with a larger time step in t
projected velocity Verlet algorithm9!. The number of force
evaluations needed for the CI-NEB calculation with equ
spring constants was 190, and the number of force eva
tions needed for the CI-NEB calculation with variable spri
constants was 178. The difference between these numbe
not significant but simply reflects slight variations in the w
the system moves on the energy surface towards the ME
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